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Bank Robbery on West Street

Last night there was a bank robbery on 81 West Street. Two men were reportedly seen driving
around the bank's car parking area in a Van, wearing conspicuous clothing. After an interview with
police your news team have asked you to report on the incident, giving the details of the event,
including;
This tasks gives our participants a
A description of the suspects, including their getaway vehicle
chance to work with the main ideas
The time of the event, including a suspected time frame of the robbery
in a text and see how much
Location of the robbery
important/relevant information
they can extract and retell
Were there any witnesses to the robbery
Details of the damage and the things they took from the bank
Have the suspects been found yet? and if so, what is there charge/sentence

“NEWS AT 7:00” Last night at 10:27pm two men dressed in full black clothing were seen
lingering around West Street bank between 8:20pm to 10:30pm. It was reported that they got
away in a getaway car, a white HiLux SR5, last seen on high street. The number plate registered
to the car is ‘cxi5 ygt’. The robbers stole about half a million dollars, resulting in 4 people injured
and 2 suffering major injuries. If you have seen them please report to triple zero OR Call 000.
- Mason
To work on narratives, participants are then asked to use their imagination and
create their own fact sheet and fictional version of events to report. Here are some
of our participants altered narratives adjusted into a report format

At Winberry Southwood last night at 9:30pm, an old woman was just walking back to her car
when two suspicious men in black beanies were walking from the bank, carrying crates of gold
to their black Porsche. One of the men had an orange beard and the other one had no beard, but
had a tattoo of a tiger on his forehead. The woman called the police, but by the time they arrived
the two men had driven away. The police searched the area but could not find them, until they
found the men in their black Porsche crashed into a lamppost trying to flee the scene. The police
searched the car and found at least $100,000 worth of gold in some sacks they found in the boot.
The men were arrested and were sentenced to jail for six years.
- Mahrosh

Last night on March 3rd, two men aged 15 and 20 robbed a bank on Poopy Street Penrith. They
were wearing black hats and had lots of tattoos on their arms. They were seen driving a white
van, and a young lady in her teens saw the two men and called the police. The police watched
them for a good two hours, however, later decided to leave. A good 5 minutes later at 12:30 am,
the two men robbed the bank walking away with 2.6 million dollars. They shot two young men
in the leg, and unfortunately, one of them died at Poopy Street Hospital. These two men have not
yet been found. If they are found the reward is 1000 dollars.
- Harrison

On the 8th of May 2021 at 3.00am, 2 men disguised as aliens robbed the bank at Lazy Lake on
Cheese street. The getaway vehicle was an alien ship disguised as a normal, white Ford Ranger,
with the men armed with guns. The bank was destroyed with expensive jewelry scattered over
the bank, but they have not yet been found and have fled back to Uranus.
Witnesses witnessed these suspicious people and saw one of the robber's hands was not fully
disguised as a normal. The suspects went back to the bank to find gold had dropped, but the
people living there were old People, so the aliens left a note with a different address.
- Levi D

Narrative planning - Levi D

While we explicitly teach on topics such as
Tolerance, participants are asked to bring
this learning into discussion and commit
their findings and opinion into written form.
They learn at Unity Studios to
think about the big picture.
DISCUSSION
What are the advantages of being tolerant?
That you will get along with a lot more people
Respecting someone for what they think is right or wrong
What are the disadvantages of being tolerant?
Know that they are wrong even though they might be right
In your opinion, are their advantages to intolerance?

Harrison: There are no advantages to being intolerant because you
will loose friendships and people will stop tolerating you.
Levi: There are no advantages to being intolerant because, I believe
that people will start to not like you and not be able to be as tolerant
to you as before.
In your opinion, are their disadvantages to intolerance?
You are most likely to get in to more fights
Harrison: Yes there are disadvantages because you will start fights,
loose friendships and people will start to have different opinions
about you.
Levi: They are disadvantages to intolerance which include you will
lose friendships and become more impatient.

DISCUSSION
What are the advantages of being tolerant?
Curiosity about new ideas which enables you to learn
more
Accepting the values of others - learning to be
respectful and open minded
It can build friendships and pair friendships

What are the disadvantages of being tolerant?
Some people might not except you
Teamwork and a struggle to finish your work.
How people treat other people and how they think
In your opinion, are their advantages to intolerance?
In my opinion, there are not really any advantage to being
intolerant.
In your opinion, are their disadvantages to intolerance?
In my opinion there are many disadvantages to intolerance such
as, difficulty in making and holding friendships, teamwork,
progression and learning, but no listening to others and being
closed minded.
Not being tolerant and in the presence of others.
- Mason

Jeff
My dog is silly and dumb,
He doesn’t have any thumbs.
Casually he lays on his fave rug,
It must be because he’s a Frug.
He doesn’t like chasing a ball,
He might get it once, if at all.
I throw it in hopes that he’ll leap,
But reality is, all he wants is sleep!
If he’s not sleeping, he’s scabbing so he can eat,
His favourite type of food is meat.
He barks at people that walk by,
But he’s still my little guy.
by a human...not Jeff

Lovey
My dog is the best
She has a heart on her chest.
She likes the park
But not as much as she likes to bark.
My dog likes to sleep and eat
And sometimes gets an occasional treat.
She’s black and white with pink on her nose
She loves to try and tickle my toes.
by Ellianna

Identity building through poetry

M - for Might, tries but can really succeed!
A - for athletic, exercises a lot and never gives up
S - for straightforward, just straightforward
O - for often, he is calm around people
N - Nervous when meeting new people, but great
to get along with
Or
P - is for Pleasant, the such sweet company
O - is for Optimistic, ever upbeat
L - is for Likeable, instantly pleasing
I - is for Inventive, full of creative solutions
C - is for Crazy, the life of any party
E - is for Enriching, bettering others

What makes Australia, Australia?
First Stanza - the positives of Australia
Wide open spaces
It's a diverse nation
Individual freedoms
Beautiful landscapes
Friendly and relaxed culture

Second Stanza- Australia's unique landscape
Bushes and trees
Red Mountains and dirt hills
Rock pillars and sea
Rich coral reef oceans
Dust fields
Tropical forests
Gum trees

Third Stanza - Australia's unique wildlife
Wildlife are wild and free
Wildlife are found nowhere else in the world
They contribute to the conservation and maintenance of our Flora
Is home to unique species which can help in animal conservation efforts.

Wide open spaces, as far as you can see.
Orange and purple cover the atmosphere as long as it can be,
It's a diverse nation. Hot and cold
Birds tweeting throughout the summer and echidnas rise in winter.
The wild life, free as a bird in a tree
Gum trees filled with koalas,
Tropical forests filled with bugs and wildlife
Rich coral reef oceans filled with marine life
Dirt hills surrounded by red tall mountains.
by Mason and Ewan

Identity building through poetry

What makes Australia, Australia?

What makes France, France?

Thank you to all our
participants who
submitted work to
be added to the
2021 Unity Studios
Showcase!

